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Constitution of Malhaindo We, the people of Malhaindo, are gathered at Prima Urba in year 2026 to write a Constitution which will be the legal frame for an autonomous and pacific government. Our community is based on the will to live together and to involve actively in the common future, after having learned from the lessons of History. We acknowledge the virtues of excellency, of free thinking, of education, of social, artistic and scientific innovation. We also acknoweldge that our acts have no value unless we examine them critically in the long term. Aware that the Nation State, the economic capitalism and the property of natural resources have enjoined their intrinsic injustice for too long; we get rid of them. Aware that an advanced culture can and must attend to the basic needs of its citizens, so that they can consecrate to more noble tasks; we establish today the right to receive a substantial and lifelong salary without condition. Aware that the Human kind has taken advantage of Nature until abuse, we henceforth bind ourselves to live without harming our environment. This Constitution is revisable, capable of being modified according to experience and historical circumstances, but we assert here that we want to establish a government who will eternally defend the following principles in favor of the individuals : The equality of all in front of the law ; The freedom to think, to express oneself and to take action ; The right to resist oppression ; The right to be medically cared for and to be materially secure ; The right to have fun ; The right to choose one’s work and to receive at least half of its benefits ; and the respect and the collective management of the natural resources.
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Article 1 – Legislative frame : the Congress of Malhaindo Section 1 – The legislative bodies of the Congress 1. The legislative body liable for the gobal Malhaindese decisions will be a Congress, made of two rooms : one duma and one senate. 2. The Duma will include five hundred members, selected every twenty four months by drawing lots among all Malhaindese citizens of more than twenty years old. Theses selected citizens will be exempted of taxes during their mandate, plus one month. The duma will gather on summer day and winter day, each year. Each session will last as long as necessary to complete the agenda. 3. The Senate will include one senator for each city or place of permanent settlement of more than three thousand inhabitants, elected every four years on the basis of the electoral system where one voter can choose three candidates of his choice, not necessarily from the same list (“Australian poll”). The senate will be in permanent session, except for holidays that will not exceed one month every twelve months.



Section 2 – Powers granted to the Congress 1. The duma will elect the seven members of the Executive Council on the ‘’Australian poll’’ mode. 2. The senate will elect one-third of the members of the Environmental Court, and one-half of the members of the Constitutional Court, on the Australian poll mode. 3. The Congress will adopt the laws allowing it to : -



Establishing and perceiving just taxes in the cities and places of permanent settlement represented in the senate ; Enforcing the common security of Malhaindo ; Regulating the trade in Malhaindo and with the other regions of the world ; Regulating immigration, emigration and transit through Malhaindo; Issuing a currency and controling the value of it ; Establishing a system of penal courts ; and Managing a police and security force to impose the respect of law and defend the common good.



4. The laws adopted by the Congress will be examined by the Executive Council ; if the Executive Council vetoes a law, the Congress can bypass this veto with a majority of two-thirds. 5. The laws adopted by the Congress will also be examined by the Constitutional and Environmental courts, and one veto by one of these courts will not be bypassed and the law will have to be rewritten if Congress decides so. The law shall then begin another ratification cycle. 6. In order to found the laws it proposes, the Congress will attentively rely on the present Constitution and on the scientific approach of the subjects -and especially social sciences- . The reference sources will be those established independantly by the scientific community according to the process of public peer review.
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Article 2 – Executive frame Section 1 – The Executive Council 1. The Executive Council will include seven members at least twenty years old in age, elected by the duma every four years. These seven members must be Malhaindese citizens at the moment of their election and during their mandate. 2. The Executive Council will elect one of its members as the president of the Council. He will elect or nominate a reasonable number of directors to help him in his various tasks.



Section 2 – Powers granted to the Executive Council 1. The Executive Coucil will be in charge of the police and security forces, to defend Malhaindo and to impose the respect of this Constitution. 2. The Executive Council will have the power, subdued to the examination and approval of Congress, to establish treateses with political and economical entities outside of Malhaindo. 3. The Executive Council will elect or nominate one-third of the members of the Environmental Court, and one-half of the members of the Constitutional Court.
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Article 3 – Judicial frame Section 1 – The High courts 1. Two High courts will be established : the Environmental Court and the Constitutional Court 2. The Environmental Court will include sixty-six members, one-third elected by the senate, one-third elected by the Executive Council and one-third elected by the vote of all Malhaindese citizens residents at least twenty years old in age. The members of the Court will stay on duty for nineteen years. 3. The Constitutional Court will include twelve members, one-half elected by the senate and one-half elected by the Executive Council. The members of the Court will stay on duty for twenty years.



Section 2 – Powers granted to the Environmental Court 1. The Environmental Court will examine the impact of the laws voted by the Congress with regard to the environment, and will have the right to : oppose a veto, with no possibility to appeal, if the impact of the laws is declared opposite to the Constitution ; establish and manage territorial regional commissions which will examine the impact of all cities and places of settlement in Malhaindo ; to settle on disputes of environmental nature between cities and places of settlement in Malhaindo ; to regulate the management of natural resources -including earth, water and air- and the rights of land occupation and usage, by taking into account the fact that visible and invisible natural resources are owned by noone and are a collective resource which outshines the Malhaindese territory. 2. The Environmental Court will rule by the law on all cases that are submitted to its authority, following the principle of minimal interference in ecosystems and landscapes. Where the human interference is inevitable, the Court will ask for counts of what is done to limit the interference and restore the balance in favor of the environment. One of the objectives of this Authority is to allow the Human to live and grow today and in the future without degrading the Nature, and to allow protective measures when Nature itself is a source of danger, in conformity with the Constitution.
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Section 3 – Powers granted to the Constitutional Court 1. The Constitutional Court will examine all laws voted by the congress to assess their conformity to this Constitution. The Court will rule on local and regional cases which could have a significant constitutional impact, or which would threaten individual rights established by the present Constitution. 2. The Constitutional Court will overlook an Economic Commission including fifty members. The Court will name twenty members, Malhaindese citizens of at least twenty years old for a mandate of ten years. The thirty other members will be named or elected by the cooperatives representing the various professions or trade associations existing in Malhaindo. The economic commission will submit a corpus of laws and economic best-practices to the Legislative bodies, covering the public and private sectors ; will decide which activities are eligible to be ruled by the public sector and how they are to be ruled ; will legally limit the size of all private companies ; will establish legal rules to ensure all employees own the companies in which they work, as well as the capital and profit associated; and will overlook the functioning of this participative and democratic economy.



Section 4 - Conciliation between the two Courts 1. The Executive Coucil will elect one Room of Conciliation including five members of the Constitutional Court and five of the Environmental Court. The Room will embody the dialogue in case of a disagreement ; will rule by the vote and reconcile the opposing views, incoherences or other conflicts between the two Courts.
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Article 4 – The global government and the places of permanent settlement 1. The cities and places of permanent settlement in Malhaindo will be semiautonomous regarding the global governement and regarding each other. The permanent nomadic communities will be considered as cities as far their right to be semi-autonomous is concerned, even if they have no territorial base. 2. The cities and places of permanent settlement are free to establish their own local laws, political systems and cultural practices, unless these laws, systems or practices threaten or cancel the individual rights guaranteed by this Constitution. 3. The citizens of Malhaindo in each city or place of permanent settlement will benefit of all the rights guaranteed by the Constitution, and of all rights of all other cities or place of permanent settlement. 4. The cities or places of permanent settlement will not ally in the form or function of Nation-States. The regional interests will be assessed and guaranteed by temporary coordinated activities between the cities and places of settlement, permanent or not. 5. No city or place of settlement will attack physically or economically another city or place of settlement. The disputes between two or more communities will be resolved by a rule or judicial decision of the appropriate Court. 6. The area where a local law applies will be limited by the Territorial Regional Commission, after a consultation of the cities and places of permanent settlement affected by this law. The obvious physical limits that can be seen as « boundaries » cannot be authoritative because there can be several legitimate spheres of influence which often overlap neighbouring spheres of influence. The area covered by these spheres of influence will not be seen as a possesed territory, in conformity with the choice to abandon the concept of ownership of land. The cities and places of permanent settlement will have however a legal right to be consulted regarding the use of land, including the use of water, within the limits of their sphere of influence as defined by the Territorial Regional Commission, and especially regarding this use by the nomadic communitites.
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Article 5 – Imprescriptible individual Rights and Duties The children of at least one Malahaindese parent are Malhaindese citizens by law. Anybody committed to fullfill the duties of any Malhaindese citizen can acquire this citizenship. Once acquired, it can not be removed.



Section 1 – Individual rights of the Malhaindese citizens, within the limits of other’s freedom and law 1. Right to act and to move. 2. Right to think and to express oneself. 3. Right to receive an excellent intellectual and physical education, free of charge. 4. Right to vote to the global elections. 5. Right to a judicial aid, a quick trial and to habeas corpus 6. Right to resist against oppression, arbitrary custody, mental or physical torture, collective, cruel or exception condemnations. 7. Right to choose one’s job, to receive at least half the benefits of it and to involve oneself in its management. 8. Right to earn a substantial lifelong salary without condition, including for the Malhaindese citizens not living on Malhaindo territory or living without working. 9. Right to have one’s body at disposal, to receive appropriate care or to refuse care for oneself. 10. Right to a public and just indemnification when one or several individual rights of the Fifth Article of the Constitution have been proved not respected.



Section 2 – Individual duties of the Malhaindese citizens 1. The Malhaindese citizens must assist others as much as needed in case of hostile acts or proved danger against them. 2. The Malhaindese citizens will give, during their life, two years of public interest work for a collective service, this work being defined by the economic commission but not in the police or army. 3. The Malhaindese citizens of at least twenty years old can be choosen by drawing lot to siege in the Duma for at least two years. 4. The right to owe lethal weapons is prohibited to anyone in Malhaindo, including the police and security forces unless in war times. 5. The Malhaindese citizens must know and understand the organization of Malhaindo and the principles that govern our culture, as described in this Constitution.
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Article 6 - Malhaindo Section 1 – Natural limits to the human activity in Malhaindo 1. The natural state of Malhaindo will be legally inventoried, and will not be altered unless authorized by the Environmental Court. Above four kilometers of altitude in the mountainous areas permanent settlements are forbidden and only temporary missions with a public and scientific goal will be allowed. From the highest tide level on the coastlines of Malhaindo, permanent settlements are forbidden on five hundred meters towards dry land. This area is a common good managed by the Territorial Regional Commission and pre-existant settlements will be overlooked by it following the principle of minimal interference in the ecosystems and landscapes. These two limits of the human establishement are under the active supervision of the Environmental Court. 2. The principle of pollution-indemnification is recognized by the present Constitution for moral persons, without any financial limit and without predjudging of other lawful penalties for moral and physical persons, Malhaindese or not. Infringements of 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th articles of this section 1, pertain to the article 2 of the Constitution. 3. The tresholds for natural or man-made pollutants will be fixed by law, which will take into account the health of the ecosystem, Human included, and will set itself as an example to define clean human activity. 4. The naturals basins of retention of the lakes and rivers are unfit for permanent settlement, including the « major riverbeds ». 5. The human activities direct or of transformation must take into account the concept of permaculture and inocuity for the long term, for one hundred human generations. 6. The airspace, lands, lakes, seas and oceans bordering Malhaindo are in its jurisdiction according to international treaties. The presence or transit of persons, organisms, machines or items potentially dangerous to the environment is forbidden, following the criterias of the Environmental Court. 7. The deliberate introduction of any specy, natural or genetically modified, will have to be approved by the Environmental Court, after it has examined its influence on pre-existing ecosystems. 8. The activities emitting radiations in the soils, aquifer system or atmosphere are forbidden and will be monitored by Malhaindo if they do not take place on its territory but have a potential influence on its soils, aquifer system or atmosphere. 9. Unstable activities or activities implying a quick degradation of the environment or the landscape, following the criterias of the Environmental Court, are forbidden.
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Article 7 - Amendments to the Constitution As soon as two-thirds of the members of the two legislative rooms, or a majority of the citizens of a minimum fifteen years old, in a majority of the cities and places of permanent settlement in Malhaindo, will submit amendments to the present Constitution, the proposed amendments will be put to the vote in global elections, and will need a majority qualified to the two-thirds to be adopted.



Article 8 - Ratification of the Constitution After a first approval of the present Constitution, point after point, by the majority of the votes of the Founding Convention, the Constitution in itself will be exposed and explained to the best of their abilities to all the citizens of Malhaindo of at least fifteen years old, for a vote of approval. If it is approved by a qualified majority of the two-thirds, it shall become the supreme law of our People.
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